Libryo delivers multi-location legal compliance
software for Energy Producer to know their law.

The power producer needed a solution to track and manage its regulatory
and compliance status to maintain its ISO 45001 and ISO 14001 (2019) across
multiple jurisdictions.

Challenge
The leading independent power producer has an established
global presence, currently working across 11 countries
internationally. With a global portfolio to oversee, and
previously managing legislation in Excel databases, the
business was struggling to track the various laws applicable
to each of its operations and was seeking a simple system
to unify and streamline this process.
In order to maintain its ISO 45001 & ISO 14001 (2019), the
renewable energy producer also needed to implement a
scalable solution that enabled accurate, up-to-date tracking
of its applicable regulations across 3 countries, as well as
a clear overview and easy management of its compliance
status.

Industry: Renewable Energy
5,000+ Employees
4 Continents, 11 Countries
10 Libryo Streams
3,231 Sections of law
403 Laws
4 Domains: Environment,
Occupational Health &
Safety, Quality, Energy
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Solution

Results

Working closely with the customer, Libryo
implemented its regulatory tracking and
compliance tool across their operations in Egypt,
Argentina and South Africa, with further plans
to expand the solution across other business
operations in the near future. This has enabled
the business to maintain its ISO 45001 & ISO
14001 certification.

HSSEQ Advisor at the independent power
producer, said:

The solution not only streamlined the whole
process from knowing their law, to knowing their
compliance status, it also enabled users to drill
down to specific legislation relevant to individual
sites saving their employees copious amounts
of time which would have normally been spent
researching for legal updates.
This energy producer was also the first Libryo
customer to start using the self-assessment
tool where users can review specific assessment
items per domain of law and update their
compliance status; adding evidence and notes
along the way.

“Knowing our site-specific regulations are up-todate and ensuring we are compliant helps us to
maintain our certification levels. Now with Libryo,
we can demonstrate our compliance as well as
drill down to check the legal requirements for
each location in seconds, rather than days and
hours.
We have multiple sites and were trying to log all
of this through Excel, with no allocated resources
to manage it. Using Libryo, we now have a
single, intuitive solution that is user-friendly and
highlights any legal updates required.”

Now they know:
their law and when it changes
their compliance & consequences
how to cross compare their law
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